Alignment of protein sequences using secondary structure: a modified dynamic programming method.
A method for comparison of protein sequences based on their primary and secondary structure is described. Protein sequences are annotated with predicted secondary structures (using a modified Chou and Fasman method). Two lettered code sequences are generated (Xx, where X is the amino acid and x is its annotated secondary structure). Sequences are compared with a dynamic programming method (STRALIGN) that includes a similarity matrix for both the amino acids and secondary structures. The similarity value for each paired two-lettered code is a linear combination of similarity values for the paired amino acids and their annotated secondary structures. The method has been applied to eight globin proteins (28 pairs) for which the X-ray structure is known. For protein pairs with high primary sequence similarity (greater than 45%), STRALIGN alignment is identical to that obtained by a dynamic programming method using only primary sequence information. However, alignment of protein pairs with lower primary sequence similarity improves significantly with the addition of secondary structure annotation. Alignment of the pair with the least primary sequence similarity of 16% was improved from 0 to 37% 'correct' alignment using this method. In addition, STRALIGN was successfully applied to seven pairs of distantly related cytochrome c proteins, and three pairs of distantly related picornavirus proteins.